Agenda

- Core draft update: changes since IETF116 (from -13 to -15)
- RS draft update: changes since IETF116 (no new revision)
- GNAP Status
Differences since IETF115

https://author-tools.ietf.org/iddiff
  ?url2=draft-ietf-gnap-core-protocol-15
  &url1=draft-ietf-gnap-core-protocol-13

https://author-tools.ietf.org/iddiff
  ?url2=draft-ietf-gnap-resource-servers-03
Core Draft Changes

- Editorial cleanup
- Clarify encoding of user-facing parameters
- idnits cleanup
- Token management API protection
Token management API endpoint

- Mandatory “token management access token” to protect token management endpoint
- Token value not passed in API call
  - AS has to know which token is being managed by URI + token management access token
- Parallel with other parts of the protocol
  - Token management token is similar to continuation access token
RS Draft Status

- Token model extension
  - Mapping of model to JWT and introspection
- Process remaining issues
GNAP Status

- Core in IETF Review
- RS to WGLC before IETF118